Summary: recently introduced a new, easy-to-calculate economic skill/value score for use in yes/no forecast decisions, of which precipitation forecast decisions are an example. The advantage of this new skill/value score is that the sampling distribution is known, which allows one to perform hypothesis tests on collections of forecasts and to say whether a given skill/value score is significant or not.
Summary: recently introduced a new, easy-to-calculate economic skill/value score for use in yes/no forecast decisions, of which precipitation forecast decisions are an example. The advantage of this new skill/value score is that the sampling distribution is known, which allows one to perform hypothesis tests on collections of forecasts and to say whether a given skill/value score is significant or not.
Here, we take the climate skill/value score and extend it to the case where the predicted series is first-order Markov in nature, of which, again, precipitation occurrence series can be an example. We show that, in general, Markov skill/value is different and more demanding than is persistence skill. Persistence skill is defined as improvement over forecasts which state that the next value in a series will equal the present value.
We also show that any naive forecasts based solely on the Markov parameters is always at least as valuable/skillful than are persistence forecasts; in general, persistence forecasts should not be used.
The distribution for the Markov skill score is presented, and examples of hypothesis testing for precipitation forecasts are given. We graph these skill scores for a wide range of forecast-user loss functions, a process which makes their interpretation simple.
Introduction
In previous papers, Briggs and Ruppert (2004) and from here, BR), developed a statistical test for skill for forecasts of dichotomous events Y .
The events Y i in this test were assumed to be independent of each Y j for all i = j. In this paper, we extend the original skill score test to situations where the events are a two-state Markov chain. Precipitation occurrence at a point is often a good example of such series.
Much work has been done in the area of investigating forecast value and forecast verification, most notably in the works of Murphy (Murphy, 1991; Murphy, 1997; Murphy and Winkler, 1987; Murphy and Ehrendorfer, 1987 ; to name only a few), Schervish (1989) , Briggs and Levine (1998) , Meeden (1979) , and Wilks (2001) When θ = 1/2, the loss is said to be symmetric. BR show that this parameterization allows us to transform the forecast X, for the two-decision problem, as X E = I( X ≥ θ), where the superscript E designates that X E is an expert forecast, which is any forecast that is not the optimal naive climate forecast. The optimal naive climate forecast X N cl for Y is the forecast one would make knowing only p = P (Y = 1). It is easy to show that this is X
Skill is now defined. This is when
Value is when the expected loss of the expert forecast is less than the expected loss of the optimal naive climate forecast:
. BR showed that these two definitions are identical when θ = 1/2, or when the loss is symmetric. BR developed a skill/value score and a test statistic for skill/value, where the key parameter was p 1|1 = P (Y = 1|X = 1), which was less than or equal to θ under the null hypothesis of no skill. This work will extend the same concepts developed in BR to events Y i where {Y i } is a two-state Markov chain. We first define persistence as the forecast X
for all i. We show in Section 3 that skill, when Y is Markov, is not the same as skill of a persistence forecast; we further show that the expected loss of a persistence forecast is always as great or greater than the expected loss of optimal naive forecasts; thus, persistence forecasts should never be used. This result holds for optimal naive climate or Markov forecasts. In Section 2, we develop a test for comparing any two forecasts for the same event, which we later apply in Section 4 with a persistence forecast and the optimal naive Markov forecast. Finally, an Appendix is given to detail the mathematical results.
Comparing competing forecasts
In this Section, we develop a simple framework to compare competing forecasts for the same event. In this framework, there are two (expert) forecasts X 1 and X 2 .
Define Z i = I(Y = X i ), which is the indicator that forecast i is correct, i = 1, 2.
We have that P (Z 1 = Z 2 = 1) is the probability that both forecasts are correct and
is the probability that they are both wrong. The probabilities of interest are P (Z 1 = 1, Z 2 = 0) and P (Z 1 = 0, Z 2 = 1), that is, the probabilities designating those times when one forecast was correct while the other was wrong.
We assume that the loss is symmetric, i.e., the loss for one forecast being correct is the same as for the other being incorrect. 
, that is, the observed counts.
One possible null hypothesis is (2.1)
with the two-sided alternative 
with the one-sided alternative (2.4)
The likelihood of the model is
where
Under the null (2.1) the estimates are As is well known, the distribution of G c , assuming the two-sided null (2.1), has an asymptotic χ 2 distribution with one degree of freedom (see for example Agresti, 1990 3.1. Model. Consider the factorization
Other factorizations are, of course, possible but it turns out that this form is the most mathematically convenient to work with. The full model may be expanded to (with
the following set of equations. The methodology is exactly that 8 used in BR. This factorization gives:
,
. We will use the convention that the replacement of an index by "+" means summation over that index so, for example,
We shall also need to define the parameters that characterize the Markov nature 
3.2. Markov and persistence skill tests. We now introduce tests of skill relative to optimal naive Markov forecasts and to persistence forecasts.
All of the parameters of this model neatly separate in the likelihood, making estimation easy. For example, the part of the likelihood relating to the parameter
It is simple to differentiate and solve for the MLE for all such parameters. It turns out that the parameters p, p +1|1 and p +1|0 will not play a role in the likelihood ratio test as their MLEs are the same under both the null and alternative hypotheses for either pair (2.1) and (2.2) or (2.3) and (2.4).
The unrestricted MLEs are
The other estimators do change when one switches between the null and alternative, and the unrestricted MLES are:
The optimal naive Markov forecast X N Ma must now be defined; "naive" means that only the transition probabilities P (Y i |Y i−1 ) are known. It turns out that there are four situations, that is, four circumstances that dictate different optimal naive Markov forecasts. We focus here on just one situation, detailed next, for the sake of an example. The other three situations will be removed to the Appendix. Table 1 lists the four cases of optimal naive Markov forecasts.
We assume that the events
is, the probability that Y i = 1 no matter the value of Y i−1 is always less than θ. This gives that the optimal naive Markov forecast is always 0, regardless of the value of
Note that in this case the optimal naive Markov forecast is different than a persistence forecast, which is X i = Y i−1 for all i. Table 1 shows that in only one case is the optimal naive Markov forecast the same as the persistence forecast.
One solution for deriving a test of climate skill against persistence is to use the comparative forecast test developed earlier with the first set of forecasts assigned to the expert, and the second set of forecasts assigned to persistence. But we can go further and show that the optimal naive Markov forecast is always at least as good as the persistence forecast (in terms of value or skill); this is done in the next Section.
Directly from BR, we have that the null hypothesis of no Markov skill is that the expected loss of the expert forecast is less than or equal to the expected loss of the optimal naive Markov forecast (details are in the Appendix). This gives:
All parameters except those indicated in the null hypothesis have the same MLEs in both the null and alternate hypotheses. The LRS (likelihood ratio statistic) depends on only two parameters, p 1|11 and p 1|10 , which are maximized under the null with
, θ} and p 1|10 = min{
, θ}. Substitution leads to the LRS:
There are four situations under the null: when both 
This statistic has an asymptotic mixture distribution under the null of 1/4χ is point mass at 0 (see Self and Liang, 1987 ; an extension of their case 5).
3.3. The optimal Markov forecast is superior to persistence. We now prove that the optimal naive Markov forecast is always at least as valuable (skilful) as any persistence forecast. Proof. There are four cases of optimal naive Markov forecasts; see Table 1 . The optimal naive Markov and persistence forecasts are identical for Case 2, so E(k 
The expected loss of the persistence forecast is
For Case 3, it is shown by the same means that the expected loss of the persistence forecast equals
Case 4 is proved in an identical fashion.
Independence (where the optimal naive Markov forecast and the optimal naive climate forecast are the same) is a special case of Markov. Here too, the persistence forecast is worse than the optimal naive Markov forecasts (think of trying to predict random coin flips: the best guess is to say "Heads" always; while the persistence "forecast" is to always guess whatever the coin was last flip). The lesson is that, in general and except where the optimal naive Markov forecasts overlaps the persistence, persistence forecasts should not be used.
3.4.
Markov skill score. A skill score can now be created, as in BR. A common form for such a score is (see Wilks, 1995 for a more complete discussion of skill scores; in this paper we also set the expected loss of a perfect forecast equal to 0):
, where E(k N Ma ) is expected loss for the optimal naive Markov forecast, and E(k E ) is the expected loss for the expert forecast. There are two parts to that equation,
, it is easy to show that we have (1 − p) ).
An estimate for K θ comes from substituting the estimates for p 1|11 , p 1|01 and so on into these equations. Details will be left to the Appendix. Upon slugging through the algebra, we find that
However, it is the case that n 111 + n 110 = n 11+ , where n 11+ is the number of days when Y i−1 = 1 and Y i−1 = 0. Similar facts hold for n 110 and n 010 and so on. What this means is that (3.4) ultimately collapses to
which is identical to the original climate skill score developed in BR, which is not surprising since the optimal naive Markov forecast is always 0 (in Case 1; as it was for the optimal naive climate forecast in the climate skill score).
More can be done because (3.4) can be written in a more insightful manner and decomposed into parts for when Y i−1 = 1 and when Y i−1 = 0, with weights (based on the data) for the importance of the skill score for these two regimes. To be clearer, we are seeking a representation of the skill score like the following:
where K θ,j is the skill score for those times when Y i−1 = j, and w j is the weight based on the data. We derive these weights now.
Let D = (n 111 + n 101 )(1 − θ) + (n 110 + n 100 )(1 − θ), which is the denominator of equation (3.4) . We can now rewrite that equation:
where K 1,θ is the same as equation (3.5) but only calculated for those days when
We have that
This results in
The contribution of each K i,θ is weighted by the proportion of Y i 's=1 on those days
, we can also write (3.6) as
This also shows that, as we might expect, w 0 = 1 − w 1 . This last notation is similar to the idea of sensitivity and specificity.
Example
We first start with an example of a simple skill test. The first author collected City. Forecasts were from one-day to seven-days ahead but only the one-day ahead forecasts are considered here. There are two sources, SA and SB, (anonymous forecasts taken from media outlets) which have produced forecasts for the same event.
The forecasts were given as probability of precipitation.
We first check to see if the precipitation data for which the Brooks et al. forecasts were produced exhibit dependence (independence is of course a special case of , however they will serve as a good illustration. The probability of a dry day following either wet or dry is greater than the probability of a wet day. This is the situation we developed above with the optimal naive Markov forecast always being 0, regardless of the value of Y i−1 . Obviously, the optimal naive Markov forecast is not the same as the persistence forecast. Table 2 
Conclusion
We have shown how to extend the basic skill testing framework developed in BR to events that are Markov. We have also shown how (modifications to) McNemar's test can be used to test for persistence skill, or to compare competing forecasts for the same event.
The climate skill test, while useful, is not entirely satisfactory because it does not take into account the dependent nature of the observations when it exists. The test developed above does use the Markov nature of the observations. We also created a skill score to give a point measure of skill, which we showed reduced to the score given in BR. So we also showed how the score was a weighted sum of two parts, a skill score where the previous observation equalled zero, and a skill score where the previous observation equalled one. The weights were only functions of the observed observations series (not on the forecasts), that is, they were independent of the forecast process.
We have also shown that persistence forecasts should never be used, and that the optimal naive Markov (in the usual dependance or independence case) forecast is always better.
Scores, like those developed above, will be more useful when they can be applied to field forecasts. An example of such a forecast is a map of PoP forecasts. The skill score can, of course, be calculated for each point on a field and contours can be drawn to gauge performance (Drosdowsky and Zhang, 2003) . But naively drawing skill maps won't take into account the dependent nature of observations and forecasts across space. New models are needed.
Appendix A. Markov Details
There are four cases to capture all the possibilities when {Y i } is Markov. These correspond to the probabilities p ij which, depending on their values, represent different optimal naive Markov forecasts.
We developed Case 4 earlier. These four cases imply four separate null hypotheses.
These are
Likelihood ratio statistics are found in the same manner as before. The results are:
optimal naive forecast is always 1 in Case 4 the optimal naive forecast is always 0).
Because of this, the skill score for Case 1 is easy:
Cases 2 and 3 are more difficult, but related. Focus on Case 3, where the optimal naive forecast on day i is 0 on those days when Y i−1 = 1 and is 1 on those days when
The expected loss for the optimal naive forecasts is
Substituting the estimates of these parameters gives
The expected loss of the optimal naive forecast minus the expected loss of the expert forecasts is
After substituting the expected values we get
We now arrive the estimate for K 3,θ
Further,
This can also be written
This finally gives
A similar argument leads to the estimate of K 2,θ Table 1 The four cases of optimal naive Markov forecasts. Notice that in Case 2 the optimal naive Markov and persistence forecast are identical. Case 1, when the optimal naive Markov forecast is always 0, is the one used for examples in the main text. 
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